
An adventure among the animals
Come with the class to ZooParc Overloon and set off like real explorers. There are lions, tigers, 
penguins and many more extraordinary animal species to discover, all in a beautiful, green 
environment. 

Come and join our expedition
During your adventure, you will pass through six different expedition areas, including the Outback 
and Madidi. Ngorongoro is home to the world's tallest land animals, giraffes, where they reside 
along with the incredible De Brazza’s monkeys. This species of monkey cannot be seen anywhere 
else in the Netherlands.
 
Exclusive guided tour  
In addition to exploring the expedition areas and enjoying the playgrounds, you can embark 
on a special scavenger hunt through the park. Or reserve an exclusive guided tour, where an 
expedition member will tell the children all about the animals. This makes the school trip even 
more fun!

Address: 
Stevensbeekseweg 21 
5825 JB Overloon

 For more information, 
call 088-9000360 or visit
zooparc.nl/schoolreisjes

SCHOOL TRIP TO
ZOOPARC OVERLOON



Adventure trails and playgrounds 
On your expedition, follow the main route or take the 
adventurous shortcuts to explore the park on your 
own.

In addition to the various expedition areas, 
challenging adventure trails and Airtrampoline, 
the park has various playgrounds! At Basecamp 
playground, you can go on an adventure with a view 
of the giraffes! And after meeting special types of 
animals in Madidi, you can go on another adventure 
in the new inclusive playground.

Extra option: guided tour
‘How fast can a cheetah run?’, ‘How does a giraffe 
sleep?’, ‘How old can a flamingo get?’  

The informative guide can answer any questions 
about the animals during the tour, and they will take 
you to the most special places in ZooParc. 

The guided tour lasts about two hours. The cost for 
this is €55.

Prices and packages
ZooParc has advantageous admission rates 
especially for schools (10 people minimum). 
Admission starts from as little as €10.50 p.p. 

 Catering packages can also be added at affordable 
rates. With chips, a snack, drinks and an ice cream, 
the school trip becomes a real party! 

 For prices and packages, please see the attached 
price list or visit zooparc.nl/schoolreisjes.

Available for groups of as few as 10 people!
Reserve before 1 April for a visit between 1 April 
and 31 December of the same year and enjoy an 
additional discounted rate!

Free teaching package
The fun already begins in the classroom! We would 
like to teach you more not only in the park, but 
also in your own classroom. That is why we have 
developed free teaching packages. Download the 
teaching packages at zooparc.nl/lespakketten.



ZOOPARC OVERLOON PRICE LIST FOR SCHOOLS 

Admission Price With early reservation 
discount* 

Admission for schools €11.50 per person €10.50 per person 

*The early reservation discount is applicable for schools that
reserve before 1 April for a visit between 1 April and 31 December. 

Packages Price 

Healthy Appetite Package
Admission, cheese sandwich on brown bread,

currant bun, fruit and water (PET bottle)
€17.50 per person 

Small Appetite Package
Admission, chips with sauce, fruit and squash €13.50 per person 

Big Appetite Package
Admission, chips with sauce, frikandel (Dutch-style sausage),

croquette or chicken nuggets and squash
€15.50 per person 

Educational content Price 

Guided tour (for 20 people max.) €55 per guided tour 

Catering - Extras that can be reserved Price 

Rocket ice lolly €1.25 

Snack €2.75 

Chips with Dutch mayo €3.50 

Soft drink (PET bottle) €3.65

Loyal customer discount 
Went on a school trip to Libéma 
park last year? Then this year the 
admission for four people is free. 

Large group discount  
The larger the group, the bigger the 
discount! For more information or to 
make a reservation, contact us on
088-9000360. 


